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a b s t r a c t

While the cellular interaction with the chemical microenvironment has been studied in detail in the past,
the effect of thermal signals and gradients on cells is not well understood. While almost all biological
macrosystems exhibit temperature sensitivity, this has not been studied much at the cellular level. The
capability of precise control of temperature and heat flux at the scale of a few microns using microfab-
ricated structures makes microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) ideal for investigating these effects.
This work describes a MEMS-based microheater platform capable of subjecting surface-adhered cells
to microscale temperature gradients. This microdevice comprises a free-standing thin film based micro-
heater platform. The design and microfabrication of this microdevice are described. A thermal conduction
model is developed in order to thermally characterize the microheater platform. Protocols for culturing
cells on the microheater platform are developed, making it possible to adhere cells on the microheater
surface and subject them to a desired spatial temperature gradient. Experiments demonstrating the spa-
tial control of cell viability using the microheater device are described. This is followed by experiments
that explore the possibility of cellular growth in response to thermal gradients, similar to chemotaxis.
Thermotactic effect is well known at the organismal level. However, cells used in this work did not exhibit
any thermotactic effect. A theoretical model for predicting cell response to a spatial temperature gradient

in its microenvironment is proposed. The model is based on the effect of the temperature gradient on
the chemical sensory process of the cell. The model predicts that in addition to the thermal gradient, the
thermotactic effect also depends on a number of other parameters that have not been well characterized
in the past. The microheater platform described in this work offers a fundamental new experimental
tool with which to explore the interaction of cellular systems with their thermal microenvironment. The
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. Introduction

The past few decades have witnessed increased interest in
pplying analytical and experimental methods of engineering
ature to problems in biology and medicine. Advances in microelec-
romechanical systems (MEMS) and microfluidics have enabled the
evelopment of tools that can investigate and manipulate biologi-
al microsystems like cells, proteins and DNA [1–3]. While on one
and, this has led to an improved fundamental understanding of

ellular phenomena, a practical application has been the miniatur-
zation of a variety of bioanalytical tools and assays [3]. In the recent
ast, MEMS-based PCR devices have achieved excellent tempera-
ure control [4], leading to improved cycling rates and decreased
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xis developed here furthers the understanding of the function of a cell as
.
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sample volume requirements [5]. Temperature Gradient Focusing
(TGF) in a microchannel offers significant improvement in several
separation and concentration assays [6]. MEMS devices have also
been used for achieving temperature uniformity in a DNA detection
chip to enable hybridization in a small temperature range [7]. The
capability of manipulation at small spatial scales offered by MEMS
makes it possible to study the cellular interaction with its physical
and chemical microenvironments [8]. This interaction is funda-
mental to understanding the behavior of biological microsystems,
including cellular locomotion, growth, viability, etc. In contrast to
physical and chemical factors such as surface topology, electric
field, chemical species, etc., cellular response to thermal signals has
not been studied in much detail, except for experiments in isother-
mal conditions [9,10]. While most thermal-based devices rely on

temperature uniformity, the use of temperature gradients in time
or space for manipulation and diagnostics has received very lit-
tle attention. One possible reason for the lack of interest in this
direction is that temperature gradients are not as common in vivo
as chemical gradients. Temperature Gradient Gel Electrophoresis
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TGGE) uses the composition dependence of the DNA melting tem-
erature to separate strands based on the relative concentrations
f A–T and G–C bonds, which have differing strengths [11]. Spatial
emperature gradients have been used for focusing and separa-
ion in microfluidic devices [6]. These applications indicate the
mportance of temperature gradients for control of reactions and
eparation, but clearly much more research needs to be performed
n other applications, especially the investigation of living cells.
hile the well known temperature sensitivity of organisms [12,13]
ay serve as a good physiological motivation behind such a study,
possible reason for the lack of work on temperature gradients is

he difficulty of interfacing precise temperature control with sin-
le, live cells using traditional experimental tools. This capability
s available in MEMS-based microstructures, making it possible
o examine thermal effects at the cellular level. Thin film mem-
rane based microstructures are particularly attractive due to the
ossibility of accurate thermal control and quick response time
14].

The response of a cell or an organism to an imposed spatial
emperature gradient is referred to as thermotaxis. While the tem-
erature sensitivity of organisms is well known, there is a lack
f biophysical models for predicting the influence of temperature
elds in the cellular microenvironment on the cell behavior. Tem-
erature fluctuation around a cell has been treated at best as a noise

n the cellular sensory process, and the effect of this noise on the
earch for food has been theoretically investigated [15]. Some work
as been performed on experimentally studying thermotaxis at the
rganismal level. For example, when subjected to a spatial temper-
ture gradient, C. elegans nematodes have been observed to migrate
o the temperature at which they were cultivated, and then closely
ollow isotherms in their motion paths [12,13]. Some work has been
arried out in order to elucidate the cellular basis of such organ-
smal behavior. Specific neurons responsible for organismal level
hermotaxis in C. elegans have been identified through a system-
tic elimination method [16]. Yet, the direct interaction of isolated
erve cells with a thermal field has not been reported. At the molec-
lar level, thermal sensing is believed to be associated with specific
RP ion channels [17,18].

This paper makes two contributions to the study of thermal
ffects in cells. Firstly, it describes a MEMS-based microheater plat-
orm capable of subjecting isolated, surface-adhered cells to spatial
emperature fields. Secondly, it develops a theoretical model for
nderstanding the cellular sensory response to a spatial tempera-
ure field. In the next section, the thermo-mechanical design and
abrication of the MEMS-based microheater device are discussed.
evelopment of cell culturing protocols for adhering Pheochro-
ocytoma (PC12) cells [19] and 3T3 fibroblast cells [20] on the

urface of the microheater device is also discussed. Experiments
n spatial control of cell lysing and thermotaxis are described. Sec-
ion 3 discusses the theoretical modeling of thermal performance
f the microheater device, and an equilibrium biochemistry-based
heoretical model for understanding thermotactic effects in cells.
xperimental and theoretical results are discussed in the following
ection.

. Materials and methods

.1. Design and microfabrication of the MEMS microheater
latform
MEMS microfabrication technology offers the means to develop
hermal control at the same scale as typical cells. A microheater
latform capable of investigating thermal effects in cells requires
hree major components—a biocompatible surface suitable for cell
ulturing, a heater element, and a temperature sensor. A free-
ors B 143 (2009) 286–294 287

standing thin film membrane based design ensures quick response
time. Further, the membrane provides thermal isolation, and hence
good temperature control. Microfabricated membranes have been
used in the past for other applications such as gas sensing [14].
Unlike these applications, where silicon, the primary membrane
material provides temperature uniformity due to its high ther-
mal conductivity, the microheater membrane in the present study
must comprise a low thermal conductivity material in order to
produce large temperature gradients on the membrane surface.
The membrane thickness is governed by stability requirements.
The membrane material must have sufficient residual tensile stress
in order for the membrane to remain taut after release. Silicon
nitride is an excellent material that satisfies all of the above require-
ments. Electric current passing through a metal wire causes Joule
heating and hence temperature rises in the membrane. The metal
wire is designed to be much thinner than the membrane dimen-
sions in order to minimize heat conduction in the wire. Thin
film metal-based resistance temperature sensors are also provided
on the membrane in order to measure local temperature rise.
In addition, simultaneous 4-wire voltage and current measure-
ment enables the heater to be used as a temperature sensor as
well.

Fig. 1(a) shows a SEM of the microheater device microfabricated
at the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF). A 1.7 �m thick layer
of silicon nitride is deposited on a single-crystal double-side pol-
ished 〈1 0 0〉 silicon wafer in an LPCVD furnace at 850 ◦C. 0.2 �m
aluminum is sputtered, patterned and dry-etched to define a heater
line bisecting the membrane and three sensor elements. The widths
of the heater and sensor lines are 10 �m and 2 �m respectively.
Heater and temperature sensors are passivated from the environ-
ment by depositing a 0.4 �m thick film of silicon dioxide in an
LPCVD furnace at 400 ◦C. Another step of photolithography fol-
lowed by wet-etch is performed in order to gain electrical access to
metal contact pads connecting to the heater and sensor elements.
Pad etch (a mixture of acetic acid and ammonium fluoride) is used
because of the relatively low etch rate of aluminum in pad etch.
Silicon nitride deposited on the backside of the wafers is stripped.
Finally, the device membrane is formed by photolithography, front-
to-backside alignment and Deep Reactive Ion Etch (DRIE) of the
silicon substrate from the backside. The etched wafers are diced and
the resulting devices are soaked in acetone for photoresist removal.
The final device is approximately 10 mm × 10 mm in size and has
a 0.9 mm × 1.8 mm sized rectangular membrane. The membrane,
metal heaters and three temperature sensors are clearly seen in
Fig. 1(a).

Thermal characterization of the microheater devices is per-
formed in a vacuum chamber at low pressure (<30 mTorr). The
microheater device is mounted on a temperature controlled plat-
form. The electrical resistances of the heater and temperature
sensors are first calibrated as functions of temperature. DC power
is then supplied using a Keithley-200 current source, and the volt-
ages across the heater and temperature sensors are measured using
HP3458A multimeters.

2.2. Cell culturing on the MEMS microheater platform

Fig. 1(b) shows an image of the microheater device in its final
biocompatible package in a leadless chip carrier (LCC). A 10 mm
through-hole is drilled through the base of the LCC in order to facil-
itate imaging of the microheater surface. The device is first glued on
the backside and placed in the center of the LCC. This is followed by

wire-bonding of metal contact pads on the device to gold pads on
the LCC. Soldered wires on the periphery of the LCC provide a con-
venient electrical interface. In order to create a package compatible
with standard wet laboratory procedures, the LCC is glued inside a
small Petri dish with slots to allow wires to come out. Finally, the
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM of the microheater device and (b) image of the

mall Petri dish is glued on a larger Petri dish in order to control
iquid spilling. A hollow gasket of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is
ut and carefully placed around the microheater membrane. This
asket prevents the cell culture media from contacting and eroding
he metal contact pads. As an added precaution against contamina-
ion, PDMS is poured around the gasket and cured. As a result, all
ontact pads and wirebonds are effectively sealed off, leaving only
he thin film membrane exposed.

Two types of cells – PC12 cells and 3T3 fibroblast cells – are
sed in the present study. The PDMS gasket around the micro-

eater membrane is first filled with ethanol for about 5 min. The
evice is then rinsed with DI water 2–3 times. 3T3 cells are
irectly introduced on the microheater membrane in standard
ell media. Cell adherence is observed within 20–30 min. Adher-
nce of PC12 cells requires more complicated surface preparation
heater device in the biocompatible package for cell culturing.

using cell adhesion molecules. After cleaning with DI water, the
membrane is treated with 0.1 mg/mL poly-lysine and 1 �L/mL
solution laminin in neurobasal-A. PC12 cells in media are then
introduced and the microdevice is incubated in a 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere at 37 ◦C for at least 4–5 h. Fig. 2 shows a typical fluorescent
image of PC12 cells cultured on the microheater device. The
metal heater line as well as a temperature sensor are seen in the
background.

Both fluorescence and light microscopy are used for cell imag-
ing. The thin film microheater membrane is transparent to visible

light. A two-component live/dead cytotoxicity dye [21] is used for
fluorescence imaging. One component of the dye penetrates the
cell membrane of dead cells and fluoresces red by attaching to the
cell nucleus. The other component of the dye attaches to the mem-
brane of a live cell and fluoresces green. A three-color CCD camera
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ig. 2. Fluorescent image showing a typical culture of retinal ganglion cells obtained
n the microheater device. Note the heater and temperature sensor in the back-
round.

onnected to a fluorescence microscope is used for imaging and
istinguishing between live and dead cells.

. Theory

.1. Prediction of thermal performance of the microheater device

Accurate prediction of temperature rise in the microheater plat-
orm due to Joule heating in the metal wire requires the thermal
onductivity of the membrane material. This parameter is used in
nite element simulations for determining the temperature field
n the microheater platform during experiments with cells. Since
hermophysical properties of thin films are strongly dependent on
ize, temperature and processing history [22], an in situ measure-
ent is preferred over handbook data. The thermal conductivity

f the membrane is determined by comparing experimental data
or temperature rise in vacuum as a function of heater power

ith predictions from an analytical heat transfer model. Consider
schematic of the microheater platform shown in Fig. 3. The nar-

ow aluminum heater line bisecting the membrane produces Joule
eating that is conducted through the membrane into the sili-
on substrate. Convective and radiative heat transfer paths are

Fig. 3. Schematic of the geometry of the microheater platform.
ors B 143 (2009) 286–294 289

negligible when the microheater platform is in vacuum, and the
temperature rise is reasonably small [23]. The bulk silicon sub-
strate is assumed to be isothermal due to its large thermal mass
compared to the membrane [23]. Due to the small thickness of the
membrane, temperature variation in the out-of-plane direction is
neglected. Based on these assumptions, the governing equation for
temperature is given by

k

(
d2T

dx2
+ d2T

dy2

)
= 0 (1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the membrane.
The boundary conditions associated with Eq. (1) are

T(x = 0, y) = T(x = a, y) = T
(

x, y = b

2

)
= T0 (2)

where T0 is the ambient temperature.
Assuming that the heater line is much thinner than the mem-

brane dimension, it may be modeled as a line source of heat.
Considering only the right half of the membrane, this provides the
following boundary condition

−k
(

dT

dy

)
y=0

= I2R

2at
(3)

where t is the thickness of the membrane. I is the electric current
passing through the heater line and R is the electrical resistance of
the heater line.

An analytical solution for the temperature field on the micro-
heater platform is found to be

T(x, y) = T0 +
∞∑

n=1

I2R(1 − (−1)n)

(n�)2tk cosh(n�b/2a)
sin

(
n�x

a

)

× sinh
(

n�

a

(
b

2
− |y|

))
(4)

The average temperature rise in the heater line may be deter-
mined from Eq. (4) as follows:

Tavg,heater = T0 +
∞∑

n=1

I2R(1 − (−1)n)
2

(n�)3tk
tanh

(
n�b

2a

)
(5)

Comparison of Eq. (5) with experimental data enables the deter-
mination of the thermal conductivity of the membrane. Once this
is done, the temperature profile on the membrane surface dur-
ing experiments with cells is predicted using a finite element
heat transfer model developed in ANSYS. The finite element model
accounts for heat conduction within the membrane as well as into
the liquid media containing cells. Thermal properties of water are
used for modeling the cell media.

3.2. Biophysical model for thermotaxis

This section develops a quantitative model for understanding
cellular interaction with a temperature field in its microenvi-
ronment and for predicting cellular level thermotaxis using the
framework of ligand–receptor interactions. Ligand–receptor inter-
actions have been widely studied in the context of cellular response
to chemical gradients, known as chemotaxis. This involves the
growth or migration of a cell towards higher concentration region
of a chemical perceived to be useful for growth and survival, and

vice versa. Chemotaxis is believed to be responsible for several in
vivo processes including the creation of billions of neuronal connec-
tions in the developing embryo [24], nerve regeneration following
injury in the peripheral nervous system [25] and the process of
searching for food by unicellular organisms [15]. The chemical
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ig. 4. Schematic of the ligand–receptor interactions in the presence of a temperat
ound receptor sites on two sides of the cell. Note that the ligand of interest is show

ensory process behind chemotaxis involves the binding of lig-
nds in the cellular microenvironment to specific receptor sites on
he cell membrane to form ligand–receptor complexes. A gradi-
nt in ligand concentration leads to a difference in the number of
igand–receptor complexes across the cell, which the cell is known
o be capable of sensing [26,27]. When this difference exceeds a
ertain threshold, it triggers intra-cellular pathways, resulting in
hemotactic response.

Consider Fig. 4 which shows a temperature gradient imposed
cross two faces A and B of a cell. Receptor sites corresponding to a
pecific ligand of are assumed to be distributed uniformly on the cell
embrane. At equilibrium, the concentrations of ligand–receptor

omplexes and unbound ligands are governed by the equilibrium
onstant of the reaction. Let c be the ligand concentration in the cel-
ular microenvironment and N0 the total number of receptor sites
n the cell membrane. Assuming uniform distribution of recep-
or sites, A and B both have 0.5N0 receptors each. Let the number
f ligand–receptor complexes formed on each side of the cell be
enoted as NA and NB. By neglecting second-order effects such as
he presence of two different classes of receptor sites, each of which
as different reaction dynamics [28], and the effect of down regu-

ation [29], the values of NA and NB are governed by the equilibrium
onstant as follows:

K(TA)
c

=
(

0.5N0 − NA

NA

)
K(TB)

c
=

(
0.5N0 − NB

NB

) (6)

here K is the equilibrium constant of the ligand–receptor inter-
ction and TA and TB denote the temperatures on side A and B
espectively. The equilibrium constant K of biochemical reactions
enerally exhibits Arrhenius-type temperature dependence. As a
esult, a large enough temperature difference between A and B may
esult in a significant difference NA − NB given below:

N = NA − NB = 0.5N0

[
1

1 + K(TA)/c
− 1

1 + K(TB)/c

]
(7)

Eq. (7) may be non-dimensionalized as follows:

f = fA − fB =
[

1
1 + K(TA)/c

− 1
1 + K(TB)/c

]
(8)

here f is the fractional site occupancy, obtained by dividing the
umber of occupied sites with the total number of sites on each side
f the cell. �f refers to the difference in the fractional site occupancy
etween the two sides of the cell.
Assuming that the temperature difference TA − TB is small, one
ay linearize to write

(TB) = K(TA) + dK

dT
�T (9)
adient. The temperature gradient influences the relative balance of the number of
a red rectangle.

or,

K(TB)
K(TA)

= 1 + 1
K

dK

dT
�T = 1 + ˛K �T (10)

˛K is the temperature coefficient of the equilibrium constant and
indicates how strongly dependent on temperature K is.

Substituting from Eq. (10) in Eq. (8), one may derive an expres-
sion of the difference in the fractional site occupancy across the
cell as a function of the temperature difference, the temperature
coefficient of equilibrium constant and the non-dimensional ligand
concentration.

�f = (K/c)˛K �T

(1 + K/c)(1 + (K/c)(1 + ˛K �T))
(11)

As with chemotaxis, a cell response is triggered when this dif-
ference in fractional occupancy across the cell exceeds a certain
threshold value denoted by �f*. The condition for thermotaxis may
thus be written as

(K/c)˛K �T

(1 + K/c)(1 + (K/c)(1 + ˛K �T))
> �f ∗ (12)

The value of �f* has been established to be around 0.5–2%
across a typical cell [24,30–32]. Studies involving a wide variety of
cell types including nerve cells, fibroblasts and unicellular organ-
isms agree remarkably well with each other for the value of this
threshold chemical gradient, suggesting that the ligand-binding
interactions are a fundamental cellular sensory process across dif-
ferent species.

The predictions of this theoretical model are discussed in Section
4.2.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermal characterization of microheater device

The temperature sensors on the microheater platform are first
calibrated by measuring their electrical resistance at different
temperatures in a constant-temperature chamber. As expected, cal-
ibration curves are very nearly linear in the temperature range of
interest. Based on the calibration curves, Fig. 5 plots the heater
temperature rise as a function of heating power and compares
experimental data with the model prediction. There is excellent
agreement between the two. Comparison of experimental data
with the slope predicted by Eq. (5) provides the thermal conductiv-
ity of the membrane material, a key parameter required for detailed
temperature prediction on the membrane during experiments with

cells. The thermal conductivity of the silicon nitride based mem-
brane is found to be 0.52 W/mK, which agrees well with previously
reported data on this material [14,15].

Fig. 6 shows a representative temperature profile on the micro-
heater platform determined using finite element simulations. Note
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ig. 5. Experimental data for heater temperature rise as a function of power com-
ared with analytical model, Eq. (5).

he curvature in the temperature field around the temperature sen-
or elements. This is due to heat conduction down the metal wires
eading to the sensors. Finite element simulation enables the deter-

ination of temperature and the thermal gradient experienced by
cell adhered to a given location on the microheater platform.

.2. Theoretical and experimental results for thermotaxis

The microheater platform is first used to demonstrate the effect
f temperature on cell viability. The viability of cells cultured on
he microheater device is expected to depend on the local temper-
ture experienced by them in the temperature field generated by
he microheater device. Varying magnitudes of heating current are
assed through the metal heater in different microdevices in order
o study this effect. When the heating current is small, typically tens
f �A, the temperature rise is small, and as a result, no effect on cell
iability is expected. Figs. 7(a)–(d) show fluorescent images of cells

fter 6 h of exposure to Joule heating by 10 �A, 100 �A, 700 �A
nd 1.0 mA electric current respectively. The corresponding maxi-
um temperature rise for these electric currents are 0.04 ◦C, 0.4 ◦C,

0 ◦C and 40 ◦C respectively. The heater line, not shown in these

ig. 6. FEM simulation for the temperature field on the microheater platform. Note
he curvature in the field around the sensor probes, due to heat conduction down
he sensor wires.
ors B 143 (2009) 286–294 291

figures, is located beyond the bottom-left corner of the image. As
expected, the mild heating caused in the first two cases has no influ-
ence on cells, which continue to adhere well and remain viable on
the microheater surface, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). On the other
hand, a larger heating current causes cell death, particularly for cells
located close to the metal heater. In each case, the maximum tem-
perature exists next to the heater line, and the temperature falls
off as the distance from the heater increases. Cells cultured close
to the heater are seen to lose viability due to exposure to the large
temperature rise. On the other hand, cells far away from the heater
do not experience such a severe impact and continue to remain
viable. There is an intermediate region where some cells are alive
and others are dead. The approximate location of the live–dead
boundary may be controlled by changing the heater current. The
larger the heating current, the farther would the influence of the
thermal field on cultured cells extend. In the case of a very large
heating current, buoyancy-driven flow is also observed within the
chamber defined by the PDMS gasket. This flow is capable of moving
cells suspended in the media. It may be possible to engineer precise
motion of cells based on buoyancy-driven flow by careful design of
the chamber. However, this effect was not studied in detail since
the temperature rise required for such motion is likely to be too
large to simultaneously keep cells viable.

The ability to selectively control cell viability at the scale of tens
of microns demonstrated through the microheater device has sev-
eral interesting applications. Temperature control at the microscale
may be useful as a tool for spatially selective lysing for a variety of
detection assays. Precise control of temperature of a thin film sur-
face may also be useful for control and manipulation of biological
macromolecules like DNA, proteins, etc.

Experiments aimed at observing thermotactic effects on individ-
ual cells are carried out next. The primary goal of these experiments
is to explore whether cells exhibit chemotaxis-like behavior in
response to an imposed temperature gradient. This is of much the-
oretical interest since thermotactic behavior is well known at the
organismal level, but not much work exists on this phenomenon
at the cellular level [12,13]. While all constituent cells may not
exhibit organismal level behavior due to specialization, very little
is known about which mammalian cells may exhibit thermotactic
behavior. As a result, the choice of cells for this experiment is not
straightforward. The theoretical model for thermotaxis presented
in the next section links thermotaxis to chemotactic activity. As a
result, PC12 and 3T3 cells are chosen for this work, since these cells
are well known for exhibiting chemotactic activity [19,20]. Cells
adhered to the microheater membrane are subjected to varying
magnitudes of temperature gradients, ranging between 0.1 ◦C and
10 ◦C across a cell with an approximate dimension of 15 �m. Exper-
imental times range from a few seconds to as long as several hours.
Experiments with PC12 cells are carried out both with and without
nerve growth factor (NGF), which is a well known neurotrophin
for the PC12 cell line [19]. None of the temperature gradients and
exposure times in the experimental matrix elicited any thermotac-
tic response from cells. An extremely large temperature gradient is
found to cause cell death, just as expected. The lack of thermotactic
activity is observed both when the ambient is at room temperature
as well as at 37 ◦C. In another version of the microheater device,
two heater lines were used instead of one (Fig. 8), enabling inde-
pendent temperature control on either side of the cell. Cells adhered
to the microheater surface between the two heater lines also failed
to exhibit any thermotactic response in this case.

In order to better understand the experimental result, the theo-

retical response of a cell to a temperature gradient as predicted
by the theoretical model presented in Section 3.2 is examined.
Figs. 9(a) and (b) plot �f as a function of the imposed temperature
gradient for two values of equilibrium constant and ˛K respectively.
By comparing �f to �f*, the threshold temperature gradient may
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ig. 7. Fluorescent images of PC12 cells subjected to (a) 10 �A, (b) 100 �A, (c) 700
espectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in the citation of this figu

e determined. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows that �T* is a strong function
f both K and ˛K. The value of ˛K – which represents the tempera-
ure dependence of K – is not well known for most ligand-binding
nteractions of interest. Limited studies have measured the reaction
ates of these interactions at specific temperatures. Equilibrium

onstants for PC12–NGF and NB–NGF binding have been measured
t 37 ◦C and 4 ◦C respectively [28,33]. By assuming an Arrhenius-
ype temperature dependence of ˛K, the value of ˛K in both cases is
ound to be around 4.26% ◦C−1. Aside from these two interactions,
ata for ˛K are very scarce. The uncertainty over the value of ˛K

ig. 8. Image of the two-heater microheater platform. Presence of two heaters
nables independent control of temperature on either ends of a cell adhered
etween the heaters.
d (d) 1 mA heating current. Green and red colors indicate viable and unviable cells
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

makes thermotaxis difficult to predict and observe in experiments.
Another important reason behind the difficulty of experimental
observation of thermotaxis is the narrow temperature window in
which most cells survive. Most mammalian cells survive within a
5–10 ◦C temperature range above their normal temperature. If �T*
is greater than this range, cells will begin to lose viability due to the
increase in absolute temperature caused by the temperature gra-
dient. This could be the fundamental reason why chemotaxis, and
not thermotaxis is the primary mechanism behind several cellular
processes.

In addition to throwing light on parameters influencing cel-
lular thermotaxis, the theoretical model may also explain the
well known correlation between chemical and thermal gradients
[34]. By considering simultaneous thermal and chemical gradients
applied across a cell, one may derive the following equation that
incorporates the effects of both thermal and chemical gradients on
the fractional difference in receptor occupancy.

�f =
[

(K/c)(˛k�T − ˛c�x)
(1 + K/c)(1 + (K/c)(1 + ˛k�T) + ˛c�x)

]
(13)

where �x is the cell size and ˛c is the gradient of chemical species,
such that cB = cA(1 + ˛c�x).

Eq. (13) explains the experimental evidence [33] that thermal
and chemical stimuli may complement or cancel each others’ effect
depending on the direction of application. Depending on the signs

of ˛K and ˛c, the effects of thermal and chemical stimuli on �f
may be either complementary or opposite. Fig. 10 plots the tem-
perature and chemical gradients applied across a cell and shows a
curve of the threshold ligand-binding difference. All temperature
and chemical gradient combinations beneath the curve are insuf-
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Fig. 9. Plot of the difference in fractional occupancy, �f as a function of the temperature d
(b) ˛K , temperature coefficient of K. Note the strong dependence of �f* and �T* on both
large absolute temperature.

Fig. 10. A plot of imposed chemical and temperature gradients across a cell, showing
t
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fi
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t
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t

he curve of sufficient ligand-binding difference. Any thermal–chemical combi-
ation above the curve is sufficient to induce cell response. This plot shows the
ynergistic manner in which chemical and thermal gradients may combine with
ach other.

cient to induce cell response. Increasing any or both of them in
rder to cross the curve will result in cell response. The x and y
ntercepts of the curve in Fig. 10 represent the chemical and tem-
erature gradients needed to induce cell response independently

n the absence of each other.

. Conclusion

This paper discusses the design and microfabrication of a micro-
eater platform capable of generating thermal signals at the same
patial scale as typical cells. The MEMS-based microheater platform
emonstrates the capability of microscale experimental tools to
vercome the traditional inability of experimental tools to manip-
late temperature at the same scale as typical cells. The capabilities
f the microheater platform may be applicable in a variety of exper-
ments involving the interaction of biological microsystems with

heir thermal microenvironment. For example, the spatial control
f cell lysing using temperature as a tool is quite promising. Fur-
her, it may be possible to re-engineer the microheater platform to
rovide measurable temporal thermal gradients in addition to spa-
ial gradient. The theoretical model for thermotaxis presented in
ifference across the cell, for two different values of (a) equilibrium constant, K, and
K and ˛K . A temperature gradient greater than around 5 ◦C is infeasible due to the

this paper throws light on the fundamental biophysics of thermal
sensing in a cell and suggests a close association between ther-
mal and chemical gradient sensing. The model predicts that cells
may sense temperature gradient using the same mechanism used
for sensing chemical gradients, and that beyond a threshold value,
the temperature gradient may cause thermotactic response similar
to chemotactic response. The accuracy of the model predictions is
limited by the lack of data for temperature dependent equilibrium
constants for ligand–receptor interactions. The model suggests that
the lack of experimental observation of thermotaxis may be due to
the fact the threshold gradient needed for thermotaxis may be too
high, resulting in the absolute temperature exceeding the tempera-
ture limit for cell survival. The model suggests that this could be the
fundamental reason behind the dominance of chemical gradients
over thermal gradients for regulating cellular activity.
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